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INTRODUCTIONFollowing the discovery of isotopes about 1910 (1,2) there was considerable speculation concerning the possibility of differences in the chemical reactivity of the various isotopes of an element. The first theoretical approach to the problem was made by Lindemann (3) in 1919 when he applied the methods of statistical mechanics to a calculation of the differences in the vapour pressuros of the isotopes of lead. He showed that considerable differences should exist if the half-quanta of zero-point energy were not present; at that time the status of the zero-point energy was still in question. Since experiments showed no detectable differences in the vapour pressures Lindemann concluded that the half-quanta must exist. As it turns out Lindemann was correct in his conclusions regard- ing the zero-point energy; the reason he found no differences in vapour pressure was that at the high atomic weight of lead the differences are too small to be detected experimentally.With the discovery of heavy hydrogen in 1932 and the earlier discoveries of the rare heavy isotopes of carbon (4), nitrogen (5)> and oxygen (6) in 1928-1930 the problem of the chemical differences of isotopes was attacked once more since there is a largo percentage mass difference for the isotopes of these light elements and differences in the chemical proper- ties of these isotopes were expected. Urey, 3rickwedde and-1-



-2-Murphy (7,8) calculated that H2 and HD should have large differences in vapour pressures and succeeded in concentrating deuterium sufficiently by fractional distillation to first permit its detection.Equilibrium Isotone EffectsFollowing the discovery of deuterium,Urey and Ritten~ berg (9) calculated by the methods of statistical mechanics the equilibrium constants for the exchange reactions of H2and D2 as well as for the hydrogen and deuterium halides. In every case they obtained values differing from unity, indicating t’nat the isotopes of hydrogen were not chemically identical. These results were soon confirmed experimentally by the same authors (10). In the following years a fund of data, both theoretical and experimental, was built up substan- tiating Urey’s observations on the isotopes of hydrogen.Encouraged by the results with hydrogen Urey and Greiff (11), in 1935, calculated equilibrium constants for possible exchanges of lithium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, chlorine, and bromine isotopes. The calculated equilibrium constants differed slightly from unity, indicating that the isotopes differed significantly in their chemical properties. For example, the equilibrium constant for the exchange reaction⅛ CO916 + ∏2O^ = i c09lδ + ^2°1^calculated to be 1.044 at 00 C∙ This was determined experimentally by Weber, Wahl, and Urey (12) and found to be 1.046 at Oo C.



As mass spectrometers wore developed to measure relative isotope abundances more accurately, many of these exchange reactions wore studied experimentally with results consis- tently agreeing with theory. Urey has summarised the earlier results in an address to the Chemical Society in 1947 (13). Besides the theoretical importance attached to isotope exchange reactions, such reactions have been extensively studied with a view to the separation of isotopes. Although the separation is usually very small in a simple exchange, large separations are possible by counter-current extracting columns. The separated isotopes have many important applications in all fields of science.Kinetic Isotope EffectsIt follows that if the equilibrium constants of isotope exchange reactions differ from unity, the isotopic compounds of an element must react at different rates. This type of an isotope effect occurring in a unidirectional reaction has become known as a kinetic isotope effect.For the hydrogen isotopes such kinetic effects were observed from the beginning. One of the earliest methods of concentrating deuterium was the electrolysis of water where deuterium is evolved at a significantly slower rate than ρrotium (14). In 1934 Bonhoeffer, Bach, and Fajans (15) showed that H2 reacted 3.3 times faster with bromine than did D2. Similar results were found for the reaction of the hydrogen isotopes with chlorine (16,17). Geroe and Schmidt



-4- (10) showed that deuterides were more stable than hydrides, while Wynne-Jones (19) determined the rate of ionisation of protium as ten times that of deuterium. The early results on the chemical differences of the hydrogen isotopes have been summarised by Urey and Teal (20). Eidinoff (21) has published more recently a review on the fractionation effects in the chemical and biological reactions of the hydrogen isotopes.Similar kinetic effects for isotopes other than hydrogen were not known until the late l940's. In 1948 Stevenson and co-workers (22) reported that the electron- impact dissociation of propane-1-C13 in a mass spectrometer resulted in a 12% greater frequency of rupture of a C12-C12 bond than a C12-C13 bond. The same group then investigated (23) the isotope effect in the thermal cracking of the same compound and found in this case an more frequent rupture of the C12-C12 bond than the C12-C13 bond.In 1949 Yankwich and Calvin (24) reported that in the thermal decomposition of malonic acid labelled with C14in a carboxyl position, the probability of rupture of a C12-C12 bond was 12% greater than the rupture of a bond. The magnitude of this effect seemed extremely large and the experiment was repeated independently by Bigeleisen and Friedman (25), and Lindsay, Bourns, and Thode (26) using malonic acid of normal C13 content and measuring the C12-C13 isotope effect mass spectrometrically. These workers obtained values of 2.0% and 2.5% respectively, in reasonable agreement



-5-with Bigeleisen's theoretical value of 2.0% (27). It was expected from theory (28) that the effect for isotopes of the same element should be approximately proportional to ∆M. Therefore, the C14 isotope effect should have been only twice that found for C13 Considerable controversy arose in the chemical literature on the ratio of C14 and C13 isotope effects in this add in other reactions (29,30).The C14 effects were measured usually by counting techniques, with a reproducibility of only one to two percent at the best of times, while the C^ effects were measured mass spectrometrically with much greater reproduci- bility. Yankwich, Promislow, and Nystrom (31) have redeter- mined recently the C14 and C13 isotope effects in the malonic acid docoαpoβition using mass spectrometry for both determina- tions. They have reported a isotope effect of 5.5%compared to 2.9% for C13. The ratio of the two effects is 1.91 figure in excellent agreement with theory (28). It would appear that the controversy has now been settled; the original difficulties arose in the errors in counting enrichedC14 samples.Since one will observe a kinetic isotope effect in a unidirectional chemical reaction only if the rate-controlling step involves some change in the bonding of the element in question, the study of isotope fractionation has considerable application in the field of reaction mechanisms. Further, the 



-6-size of the isotope effect is determined, in part, by the nature of the activated complex with the result that, in theory at least, a study of isotope effects should provide some information on the structure of the complex. For these reasons kinetic isotope effects have boon studied increasingly over the past seven years. The study of isotope fractionation in the reactions of organic compounds has been especially fruitful in determining reaction mechanisms. Several authors have recently reviewed kinetic isotope effects (29,3O,32). Variations in Isotopic Abundances in NatureClosely related to the differences observed in the chemical properties of isotopes is the question of the constancy of the natural isotopic composition of the lighter elements. If, as we have seen, isotopes arc fractionated in equilibrium and unidirectional processes in the laboratory, they should be fractionated in nature by similar processes occurring under natural conditions. These natural variations have been studied extensively since about 1935, with the hope that the results will aid in the explanation of biological, geological, and chemical phenomena in nature. In certain cases experiments have been carried out to determine the mechanism by which the isotopes are fractionated in nature.One of the first elements whose isotopic variation in nature was studied was oxygen. Dole and co-workers (33-39), employing sensitive methods of determining water 



densities, have studied extensively the natural variations in the abundance of the oxygen isotopes O16 and O18 in air, water, and minerals. They found variations up to four per- cent in the O18 content of these substances. Thode and Smith (40), using mass spectrometric analysis, have con- firmed these results. More recently Saertschi and Silverman (41,43) have shown that the O18 content of sedimentary rock is greater than that of igneous rock.Dole and co-workers found that atmospheric oxygen was enriched by some 3% in O18 compared to water. Since carbon dioxide is known to be enriched in O18 by about 3.9% in the CO2 - H20 exchange it was suggested (44) that atmospheric oxygen might arise from carbon dioxide by means of photosynthesis. However, several groups (38, 45,46) showed by tracer experiments that the isotopic content of photosynthetic oxygen was the same as the water used by the plant.Dole, Hawkings, and Darker (47) carried out experiments to determine whethex' soil bacteria might cause the enrichment of the atmospheric oxygen by preferential removal of O16. The slight fractionation found, while in the expected direction, was much too small to explain the enrichment of the atmosphere. Dole and Lane (48) recently have made an extensive study of the respiration of a wide variety of plants and animals, and have shown that the enrichment of O18 in the atmosphere can be accounted for



by the preferential removal of O16 by living organisms during respiration·Considerable work lias been done on the abundance of the stable carbon isotopes C12 and C13 nature. Rier and co-workers (49,5O) found variations up to 5% in C12∕C13 ratios, with, limestones and inorganic materials enriched in C13 and carbon of organic origin depleted. Mars (51) and Trofimov (52) have confirmed the earlier work of Ni er. Wickman (53,54) has studied the carbon isotope content of a large number of plants and has found variations characteristic of the environment in which the plants were grown. Craig (55) has published more recently a comprehensive survey of carbon isotopes in both organic and inorganic materials, with results substantiating as a whole the results of earlier workers.Buchanan, Nakao, and Edwards (56) have studied the distribution of carbon isotopes in the various biological systems of balanced aquaria, sealed for as long as three years. They found plants depleted in C13 and carbonates such as snail shells enriched in C13; however, the fractionation was not as large as that found in nature. Taylor (57) has reported that the carbon dioxide produced by bacterial oxidation of organic acids is depleted in C13by 1-1.5% With the exception of this work, very little lias been done to study the natural fractionation systems in the laboratory.



-9- Sulphur Isotopes in Nature: In this laboratory Thode and co-workers have made an extensive study of the variations of the S32/S34 ratio in nature (58-63). The results so far obtained are summarised in Figure 1. The S value given at the left of Figure 1 is the per mil enrichment in compared to meteorites as the standard, and is defined as follows: ...f = (S3VS32) sample - (S^∕S32) standard χ (S^VS^^) standardAlthough considerable work still must be done to explain, some of the finer details of the variations, a definite over-all pattern can be seen. In general, sulphates are enriched while sedimentary sulphides arc depleted in S34 compared to meteorites which have been found to be amazingly constant (59,64). Sulphides of igneous origin arc reasonably constant in isotopic content and close to meteoritic sulphur. The results of Figure 1 have been confirmed by several other groups (65-67)·Thode, Macnamara, and Fleming (62) have found that if the S32/S34 ratios of sedimentary sulphates and sulphides are plotted against their geological age the ratios converge on a value close to that of meteorites, at an age of about 800 million years. This suggests that all sulphur at one time had an isotopic abundance close to that of meteorites, but in the past 800 million years the isotopes have been fractionated at an ever increasing rate by some naturally
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FIG. 1 SULPHUR ISOTOPE DISTRIBUTION IN NATURE



-10-occurring geological or biological process.The total spread found between sulphides and sulphates is about 8% reasonably close to the cqui- librium constant for the exchange reaction∏2 3^4 φ S32 o= _ 1f2 s32 + s34 q =calculated by Tudge and Thode (68) to bo 1.074 at 25oC.(This constant has boon recalculated it; this thesis as l.070 - See Table III ). Since it is known (69) that this exchange docs not take place in a chemical system, it has been suggested that the biological sulphur cycle, outlined below, could provide a mechanism for the fractionation of the sulphur isotopes in nature. Considerable evidence for this has been accumulated both from nature and from laboratory controlled experiments.

ORGANIC SULPHUR



-12-Concrete evidence for the fractionation of sulphur isotopes in the biological sulphur cycle has come from a study of sulphate and sulphur samples from the sulphur- ρroducing lakes in the Cyrenaican district of Africa. Butlin and Postdate (70,71) have reported that these lakes abound both in sulphate-rcducing bacteria and in photo- synthetic hydrogen sulphide oxidizing bacteria. Each year a layer of elemental sulphur is formed on the bottom of the lakes by bacterial oxidation of the hydrogen sulphide produced from bacterial reduction of sulphate.As presented in Table I analysis of the sulphur and sulphate samples showed that the sulphur is depleted in S34by 1.5 to 3.2% compared to the source sulphate, present in the lake as a saturated solution of calcium sulphate. These results definitely show that the sulphur isotopes are fractionated by naturally occurring biological processes.TABLE IIsotope Fractionation in Cyrenaican LakesS32/S34 fractionationS0/S04 referenceSO4 So2l∙3S 22.57 1.032 6122.190 22.518 1.015 This work



-12-Further evidence that the biological sulphur cycle could fractionate the sulphur isotopes was supplied by a study of the sulphur wells of Texas and Louisiana by Thode, Waaless, and Wallouch (63). They found, on analyzing sulphide, sulphur, and sulphate deposits from tea of these wells, that the sulphur was depleted in S^ by about 43 with respect to the sulphate, while the sulphide was depleted by a further 1%. Examination of the carbon isotopes in the surrounding limestone by these authors and by Taylor (57) showed the carbonate to be of organic origin. They thus postulated that the sulphur and sulphide arose by bacterial reduction of sulphate. These bacteria can utilize organic carbon compounds as a source of energy, oxidising them in the process to carbon dioxide. Those conclusions were strengthened by Miller’s isolation of sulphate-reducing bacteria from core samples of the wells (72) and, as will be discussed in detail below, by laboru- tory experiments which showed that these sulphate-reducing bacteria do fractionate the isotopes.Certain parts of the sulphur cycle have been, and still are, under investigation in this laboratory, Ishii (73) studied the sulphate metabolism of algae and found that the organic sulphur compounds had an isotopic ratio identical with that of the nutrient sulphate. This was explained on the assumption that the rate of pick-up of the sulphate by the cells was the rate-controlling step. McElcheran (74)



-13- carried out a preliminary study of bacteria, both sulphur oxidizing and sulphate reducing species. Of special interest to this thesis was his study of the sulphate-reduc- ing bacteria Desulphovibrio desulphuricans. Thode, McElcheran, and Kleerekoper (76) found that when these bacteria were grown in pure culture under laboratory con- trolled conditions the hydrogen sulphide produced at 25oC was depleted in S34 by about 1% compared to thc nutrient sulphate.Wallouch (77) made a more extensive study of the fractionation obtained in the reduction of sulphate by these bacteria. Working with continuous culture techniques he found that a gradual lowering of the temperature from 35o to OoC over a period of months resulted in an increase in the fractionation from O.9% to a maximum of 1.8% at 6oC followed by a decrease to 1.5% at O0C (Figure 2).It might be well at this point to quote Postgate- (75) regarding the nomenclature of these bacteria. "The classi- fication and hence the nomenclature of the sulρhatc-reducing bacteria is in a state of chaos. At present we are obliged to call them Desulphovibrio desulphuricans, although trie French prefer Sporovibrio desulphuricans, and many workers still call them Vibrio desulphuricans; their discoverer Beijerinck called them Spirillum desulphuricans ." For purposes of brevity we shall henceforth refer to them as D. desulphuricans.
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-14-The temperature coefficient of the fractionation factor found by Wallouch (Figure 2) is much bigger than that normally found in a unidirectional or an equilibrium isotope effect; it must be caused by some unknown factors inherent in the mechanism of the reduction. It therefore appeared inter- esting to study the bacterial reduction of sulphate to determine the factors which controlled the observed fractionation . Preliminary results obtained by this author, using the same techniques, showed that the bacterial reduction could be carried out to give no depletion of S34 in the hydrogen sulphide produced.The work to be reported in this thesis is for the most part a study of the reduction of sulphur compounds by the bacteria D. desulphuricans in an attempt to determine the maximum fractionation of isotopes obtainable by these bacteria and also to elucidate, at least in part, the mechanism of the reduction process. The results to be presented here are the first reported extensive study of the factors which control the fractionation of isotopes in reactions as complex as occur in the metabolism of living organisms, and as such should be of considerable importance not only to those studying fractionation of isotopes in nature, but also to those studying metabolic processes in general.



THEORYTheory of Isotone Exchange ReactionsAs previously mentioned, Urey and Greiff (11) were the first to apply statistical mechanics to the calculation of equilibrium constants for isotope exchange reactions.Urey (13) since has developed a relatively simple relation making it possible to calculate equilibrium constants from a knowledge of the vibrational frequencies of the isotopic molecules. The theory to be presented here follows the Urey treatment.The general case of a typical exchange reaction may be written as 
where A and B are molecules which have some one clement as a common constituent and subscripts 1 and 2 indicate that the molecule contains only the light or the heavy isotope respectively.The equilibrium constant for the reaction is givenby RT ln K = ∆χ∙θwhere ∆Fo is the standard free energy change. For a reac- tion of the type shown in equation (1) this becomesRT ln K= a Fλo + b Fn - a F» - b F. ‘•2 Bχ A1 (3)

-15-



—16—The free energy is related to the partition func- tion by the well-known equationF= Eo + RT ln N - RT ln Q ... (4)where Eo is the aero point energy of the molecule, N is Avogadro1s number, and 0 is the complete partition func- tion for the molecule. If we consider the standard state to be for one molecule (instead of one mole) in unit volume tile N drops out. Then, substituting equation (4) in equation (3) and simplifying, we obtainafOA2 + ^εob^ ~ ” 0i OBg.... (5)Instead of taking Εo as the zero point energy of the molecule one can take it as the bottom of the potential energy curve for the molecule. Since the potential energy curves are practically identical for isotopic molecules E0A2 = E0A1 and E0B2 = E0B1 Thus the exponential term becomes unity and
Therefore, to calculate the equilibrium constant for an exchange reaction it is necessary to determine the ratio of partition functions for the isotopic molecules.A fair approximation to the complete partition function for a polyatomic molecule is given as (78)



-17-Q = Me cn - , I (l-Q-uΓ1
where M is the molecular weight of the molecule considered, A, B, C are the three principal moments of inertia, o is the symmetry number, ge, gn are the electronic and nuclear statistical weights respectively, and u = hcw/kT where wis the molecular vibrational frequency in cm-1, and the product is to be taken over all i such frequencies.In our case we are dealing with the ratios of partition functions for isotopic molecules.. Thus, from equation (7), after cancelling of terms, ..e have

T2 -QQχ ^ Γ2 Λ2 32 C2
Al B1 C1

1/2 l-e^ije"¾2
0 o o ( .> )The ratios of the moments of inertia for polyatomicmolecules are usually unknown and are difficult to calculate.Urey (13) has used the following reasoning to obtain further simplification. If the left and right sides of equation (8) are multiplied by (m1/m2) 3/2n, where m1 and m2 are theatomic weights of the isotopic atoms being exchanged, and n is the number of isotopic atoms being exchanged, and ifthe right side of equation (8) is multiplied and dividedby the ratio the equation becomes



-10-
¾ o e¾∕2 ouli l-c'u2j 1 - e~uii o ~uli∕2

o.∙ (9)since by the Teller-Redlich TheoremI⅛ ⅛ 3/2 θ2 3∕2n- u1.⅜] √ u2i ≡∙∙ (10)We then define new partition function ratios where

It is

m1 V2∏ β o"u2i∕2 o«2J <7⅞ .uli l-e~u2i l≤¾≡"uii∕2≡∙∙ (11)obvious that the equilibrium constant K is given by
K = qA2

Al

∏* ]b

'31Equation (11) has been simplified, for purposes of
+ Au4 , where uli corresponds to Then  A ui is always positive and

calculation, by Urey (13) and also by Bigeleisen and Mayer (79) We shall use the Bigeleisen and Mayer simplification here. Let uli = u2i the lighter molecule, equation (11) becomesQ∣ Qb ⅛i . β∆>⅛∕2 1 - c-u2j ♦¾L <^2 u2i+^ui 1 - c~u2i ... (13)When ∆ui is small, which is true for every case except hydrogen, Bigeleisen and Mayer (79) have shown 



-19-that equation (13) can be simplified to give1 „ 1 △ ui
where the summation is over all i vibrational frequencies of the molecule, counting an n - degenerate frequency ntimes. The function 1u2 eu2i -1 has been termedthe free energy function by Bigeleisen and Mayer (79) and given the symbol G (u). They have tabulated values of this function for values of u from 0 to 25.Therefore, although the calculation of a singlepartition function would bo extremely com licated, we can calculate, using equation (14), the partition function ratios for isotopic molecules from a knowledge of only the vibrational frequencies of the two molecules. One can determine the vibrational frequencies of the molecule containing the most abundant isotope from spectroscopic data: however the rare isotonic molecule usually is in such low concentration that its vibrational frequencies cannot be determined experimentally. The usual practice is to calculate the vibrational frequencies of the rare molecule from the frequencies of the abundant molecule by means of well-known "normal vibration equations” (8O). Normal vibration equations relate the frequencies to force

constants and atomic weights. By assuming the force 



-20-constants to hold for both isotopic species it is possible to calculate frequencies for both isotopic molecules, and then find the differences. While these calculated frequencies may be slightly in error the differences can be evalu- ated quite accurately. By using these differences and the experimentally observed frequencies for the abundant molecule, it is possible to calculate the fundamental frequencies for the molecule containing the rare isotope.Theory of Kinetic Isotope EffectsBigeleisen (81) has put the theory of isotope effects in unidirectional reactions into its most satis- factory form making only the assumptions inherent in the transition state hypothesis. His development is presented in the following.Consider the reactionsA1 + B + C ⅛ Pχ Λ2 ÷ B + C ⅛Ij2 where the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the molecule in question contains only the light or the heavy isotope in question. The rate constants, k1 and k2 these two reactions arc given by the absolute rate theory as⅛ - ⅛ ⅛ EL. cAι cB 0 β 2rml Γι p∙∙ (15)v r r Γe T ]i∕2 i k2 = 2 u¾ t- x xCλ2 Cb ∙. 2 IT mJ ⅛ ∙∙∙ (16) 



-21-where K is the transmission coefficient,C1, CA2, C2, CB, CA1 concentration terms, F refers to the activated complex, is a hypothetical quantity considered as being the length of a potential box containing the activated complex, m* is the effective mass of the activated complex along the coordinate of decomposition.The concentration terms of equations (15) and (16) can be expressed in terms of partition functions. Choosing the minimum in the potential energy curve rather than the zero-point energy as our zero point for calculating partition functions we obtain the following expression forthe ratio of rate constants
„ * m∙j ... (17)where
G (ui) ∙ Aui

as defined by the equation (14).Bigeleisen (81) has rearranged equation (17) togive



klk2
△u/

(18)By making several approximations equation (14) maybe used to calculate the ratio of rate constants for isotopic molecules from a knowledge of vibrational frequencies. For isotopic atoms heavier than hydrogen the ratio of the transmission coefficients is assumed to be unity. Usually the symmetry numbers are considered the sumo for the isotopic molecule and its activated complex.By far the most serious restriction to the appli- cation of this theory to the calculation of kinetic isotope effects is the fact that we know very little about the nature of the activated complex. The ratio m2*/m1* is described as the effective mass of the activated complex along the reaction coordinate. In practice this is usually taken as the reduced mass of the atoms involved in the bond being broken or formed.Since we do not know the structure of the activated complex wo cannot know its fundamental vibrational frequencies. Therefore, we cannot calculate the partition function ratio for the activated complexos of the two isotopic species. In general we can say that the activated complex will bo intermediate in form between the reactants and 



-23-the products; thus wo can calculate the two extreme limits for the ratio of rate constants. If we assume that the activated complex is identical with the starting material then G(u) ∙ Au =ΣC(u+) ∙ Au+ , and the ratio of the rate constants becomes the ratio of reduced masses. The other extreme arises if we assume that the activated complex is the same as the product molecule. In this case ∑G(u*). Au+ is not necessarily the same as ∑G(u) ∆u and the ratio of rate constants will be either larger or smaller than the ratio of reduced masses depending on the values of the two free energy functions. In this thesis equation (13) will be used to calculate the ratio of rate constants for the unidirectional reduction of S32O4= and S3404 . Calculation of Isotope Effects Involving the Sulphite IonEquilibrium Isotope Exchange Reactions: In 1951, Tudge and Thode (68) reported the calculation of partition function ratios for a number of ions and molecules containing sulphur, and calculated equilibrium constants for possible exchange reactions between these compounds. At that time no data was available on the vibrational frequencies of the sulphite ion so no calculations involving this ion were possible.Millet (82) has presented evidence that sulphite is an intermediate in the reduction of sulphate by D desulphuri- cans. This has been confirmed in this laboratory (83) by the use of enriched sulphate and sulphite as tracers.



-24-Postgate (84 has shown that sulphite is reduced at a faster rate than sulphate by the bacteria. This evidence along with the results of Wallouch (77), previously presented, suggested that the rate-controlling step in thc redaction of sulphate could be the stop SO4 = -> SO3 = . Wallouch’s large temperature coefficient (Figure 2) suggested that another possibility was the exchange between sulphate and sulphite, catalysed by the bacteria, followed by a step involving a kinetic isotope effect. In either case it appeared imperative to obtain vibrational data on the sulphite ion and calculate the theoretical values for these reactions.Accordingly pure samples of sodium sulphite in aqueous solution were prepared in this laboratory and the infra-red and daman spectra of the sulphite ion very kindly obtained by Dr. H. Bernstein, National Research Council, Ottawa. At about the same time Bernstein pub- lished the results (87), two other papers were published (85, 86) on the Raman spectra of the sulphite ion in solution. The values reported by the three groups agree very well with each other.Bernstein (87) calculated the vibrational frequencies of S34 O316 values of the Raman and infra-red frequencies of the four modes of S32 O3= in aqueous solution, dimensions of the ion from X-ray data, 



-25-axιd equations derived from a four constant potential function (SO). For our calculations of the partition function ratio of the sulphite ion we have used as the vibrational frequencies of S32 O3= the average of the values for the Raman lines in solution shown in Table II. The vibrational frequencies of S34 03= were calculated from these values using the isotope shift determined by Born- stein (87). The details of the calculation of the parti- tion function ratio arc given in Appendix 1.TABLE IIVibrational Frequencies of the Sulphite Ion—∙----------- Ion State w1cm-1 w2cm-1
w3om-i  W4*cm-1 References

S32O3 solution 968 618 932 465 Ramen (85)solution 966 612 925 471 Raman (86)s32)3= solid 983 632 947 494 Raman (86)s32o3= solution 967 620 933 469 Raman (87)S32O3= solution 1002 632 954 I.R. (87)s32O3= solid 1010 633 961 496 I.R. (87)s32O316= solution 972 623 937 457 calculated (87)* doubly degenerateThe ratio of the partition functions for the sulphite ion, Q2'/Q1', was found to be at 25oC and1.06 8 at 00C. The partition function ratios calculated by Tudge and Thode (68) were based on Urey’s methods (13), 



whereas the values calculated in this thesis follow Bigeleisen and Mayer (79). For purposes of comparison of the two methods a second calculation was made of the partition function ratio for the sulphate ion (see Appendix II). Values of 1.084 at 25oC and 1.096 at OoC were obtained compared to the values of 1.096 and 1.101 calculated by Tudge and Thode (68). This was the only case where the Bigeleisen and Mayer method gave results differing from the values reported by Tudge and Thode·In Table III we have assembled partition function ratios for several compounds and have calculated cqui- librium constants for possible exchange reactions. In all cases the heavy isotope will concentrate in the compound listed at the left. The values enclosed in the heavy black lines were calculated from this work; all others are from Tudge and Thode (68).From these partition function ratios the equi- librium constant for the exchange reaction
S34 Of + iP2 Of - S^2 0= + 3^4 Ophas been calculated to be l.O24 at 250C increasing to 1.026 at OoC (see heavy lines Table III). This is a typical temperature coefficient for an equilibrium exchange for isotopic reactions of sulphur. It is obvious that Wallouch's results, shown in Figure 2, can- not be explained on the basis of a temperature coefficient
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-28-for an equilibrium exchange reaction.It is worthwhile noting in particular one more equilibrium constant involving the sulphite ion. In 1945 Thode, Graham, and Siegler (88) measured experiment- ally the equilibrium constant for thc exchange reactionΗS32 O3 + S34O2 = HS34 03- + S32 02 ... 1and found K 1.019 at 250C. From Table III it is seen that K for the equilibriumS32 O3= + S34 O2 = S34 O3= + S32 O2 ... 2is 1.013. Although we do not have the vibrational frequency data to calculate K for reaction (1), one would not expect KI and K2 to differ appreciably. The agreement between theory and experiment is therefore quite good. It has been found (13) that the partition function ratios for the carbonate and the bicarbonate ion do not differ greatly. The fact that the equilibrium constants for reactions (1) and (2) arc reasonably close to each other stands as indirect proof that the experiment- ally determined constant is reasonably accurate.Kinetic Isotope Effect in Reaction SO4= -> SO3=It was suggested previously that the fractionation in the biological reduction of sulphate could occur in the reduction step from sulphate to sulphite. In a chemical reduction carried out and reported in this thesis the results strongly indicated that the fractionation was



-29-occurring in the first S-O bond breakage. With the vibra- tional frequencies of the sulphite ion now known we arc in a position to calculate the isotope effect for this reaction using various models.Equation (18), from the theory, relating the ratioof rate constants to the free energy functions of the reactants and transition complex is (assuming K1 = K2 and

Before any calculations of the ratio of rate constants can be made we must make some assumptions regarding the structure of the activated complex.Case I: The transition state is the same as the starting material. Essentially this means that there is no stretching of the sulphur-oxygen bond in the transition state. In this case the free energy functions of the react- ant and activated complex are the same and the ratio of rate constants becomes
If we assume that the effective mass along the reaction coordinate is the reduced mass of the S-0 bond being broken, we obtain
k1/k2 
= 1.010



-30-Case II; The transition state is identical with the product of the reaction, in this case sulphite. The term M G(ui) ∆ui is the free energy function for sulphate, 
  calculated in Appendix II, and the term G(ui) Aui  is the free energy term for sulphite, calculated in Appendi I. The ratio of the reduced masses remains the same.Substitution of the numerical values giveskl7— = 1.035 at 25oC.Ko kl — = l∙O3o at OoC. k2Since the true configuration of the activated complex is undoubtedly intermediate in form between the two limiting cases just presented, the actual fractionation factor observed experimentally should fall between the lower limit of 1.010 and the upper limit of 1.035 at 25oC. The temperature coefficient calculated above is typical of most kinetic isotope effects and again cannot begin to explain the large temperature coefficient found by Wallouch. Sulphur Exchange between solid Calcium Sulphate andSulphate in SolutionOne of the experimental difficulties in studying the bacterial reduction of sulphate was the maintenance of sufficient sulphate in the nutrient solution so that each sulphide sample produced was only a small fraction



-31- of the total present; this is necessary in any study of isotope effects to obtain accurate values. One possibility was to add a large amount of a moderately soluble sulphate as an effectively infinite source of sulphate ion of con- stant concentration. This method is now in use in this laboratory using Ca SO4 . 2H2O as the source of sulphate with excellent results. In this thesis barium sulphate and strontium sulphate were used for the same purpose.The question thus arose of the possibilities of an isotope effect in an exchange reaction of the typo CaS320. ∙2H 0 + S^o= _ CaS3⅛. ∙2H2O + 3320=4 2 4 (sol,n) = 4 4 4(sol,njThis equilibrium has been calculated theoretically as well as measured experimentally.The sulphate ion in solution is of the common tetrahedral type of symmetry, classified in spectros- copy as Td. It has four fundamental vibration frequencies w1 = 980, w2 = 450, w3 = 1114, and w4 = 619, all in cm-1,of which w2 is doubly degenerate and w3 and w4 arc triply degenerate. The force constants for the sulphate ion are well known (80) and the isotopic shift has been calculated by Tudge and Thode (68). In Appendix II, as previously mentioned, we have calculated the ratio of partition functions for the sulphate ion in solution.However, in a solid such as CaSO4 H2O the effect 



-32-of the neighbouring calcium ions on the sulphate ion is to change the symmetry by causing a small displacement of the oxygen atoms so that we no longer have a tetrahedral XY4 symmetry but an XY2Z2 type symmetry (89,90) classified by spectroscopists as O2 This change of symmetry has the effect of splitting the degenerate vibrational levels of the sulphate ion into their components. This is shown by the frequencies assembled in Table IV for thc sulphate ion in solution and for the sulphate ion of solid CaSO4∙2H20Table IV in GypsumVibrational Frequencies of SO4=
Molecule w1 w2(2) w3(3) w4(3) ReferenceSO4= solution 980 451 113.60 613.90 (91)CaSO4∙2H2O 1006 415492 111711381144 621 66'9 (89)

CaSO4 2H2O 1008 415494 11131135 618672 (92)CaSO4 2H2O 1006 415492 11151136 585618 673 (93)
The force equations for ions of the type symmetry, as exhibited by the sulphate ion in the crystalof CaSO4∙2H2O, have not been worked out as yet. To calcu-late the vibrational frequencies for the sulphate ion of CaS34O4 2H2O we have assumed the same isotopic shift for S34 substitution as Tudge and Thode (68) calculated for 



-33-the sulphate ion in solution. This is probably a good approximation since the perturbation of the sulphate in the gypsum crystal is quite small as indicated by the slight splitting of the degenerate levels.Using the values for the vibrational frequencies as assembled in Table IV, and utilizing the assumptions regarding the isotope shift discussed above, the ratio of partition functions for the sulphate ion in CaSO4∙2H2O was calculated from equation (14). The details of the calculation are given in Appendix III. For the solid we obtained a value of 1.085 at 25°C compared to 1.084 for the sulphate ion in solution. For the exchange reactionCas3⅞4.2H2o + 33^i(βol.n) = cas34θ4.2¾o + S32θf(3o, ,n) K is 1.001 at 25oC.Experimentally this was confirmed in the following manner. Ten grams of CaS04 2H20 was mixed with 100 mls. of water and left at room temperature for approximately two weeks with occasional shaking. At the end of this time equilibrium was considered to have been reached. The solution and the solid ware then separated from each other by filtration, and samples of sulphur dioxide prepared from the sulphate of each for mass spectrometric analysis. The details of preparation and mass spectrometry will be presented in the experimental section. The results of seven runs carried out in this manner are shown in Table V.



TABLE VEquilibrium Constant for Exchange ReactionsCas32O>, .2H2O + S3^+O= (soln.) = Cas^O. .2H 0 + S32o=(3θln.) r A A 2 2,
Rung S32O4 (soln.)S34O4= CaS320 (solid)CaS3404 K

1 22.272 22.232 1.00182 22.311 22.252 1.00313 22.297 22.230 1.00304 22.262 22.252 1.00105 22.292 22.227 1.00296 22.247 22.217 1.00147 22.267 22.227 1.0O18Average 1.0021Experimentally we have found that at room tempera- ture in the equilibrium between sulphate ion in solution and the sulphate ion in the gypsum crystal the S34. is favoured in the solid by 0.1%. Considering the assumptions made in the calculations this compares quite favourably with the theoretical value of 0.1%. As would be expected, the isotope effect is very small since no great change in the bonding of the sulphur occurs during the exchange.



Experimental Mass SpectrometryAll samples were analysed as sulphur dioxide gas. The mass spectrometer used was essentially the one described by Wanless and Thode (94), with slight modifications as reported by Warren (64). It is a conventional 90° instru- ment modified to permit simultaneous collection and measure- merit, by means of a null method, of ion currents due to masses 64 (S32 O216) and 66 (S34O216, S32 O16 Ο18). The collection system is so constructed thatt only ion currents of these two masses strike the collector electrodes. A magnetic valve system permits rapid switching from standard gas to unknown thereby reducing the time required for analysis and making the rapid comparison of samples possible.The analytical procedure for determining the isotope ratio of the unknown gas compared to the standard gas is as follows. The ion currcnt from the more abundant peak (mass 64) is amplified by a vibrating reed electrometer and the output of this amplifier is applied across a 10,000 θhm put-and-take potentiometer. The current from the peak of mass 66 is amplified by a similar amplifier, the output of which is balanced by a fraction of the voltage developed across the potentiometer. At the balance position there is zero output from the 66 amplifier. The output of this amplifier is fed into a recorder to which a test voltage is-35-



-36- applied to centre the recorder needle when there is zero output from the amplifier.With the standard sulphur dioxide gas flowing into the mass spectrometer and the put-and-take potentiometer adjusted to indicate a balance on the recorder the instrument is calibrated by moving the potentiometer setting a known amount and measuring the displacement of the recorder pen. This calibration is done before and after each run of an unknown sample.The magnetic valve is switched to allow the unknown sample to flow into the system. The balance point is shifted by the change in intensity of the 66 ion current, the 64 ion currents having been balanced previously on single collection. This change produces a displacement of the recorder pen which is directly proportional to the difference in the 64/66 ratio of the two samples. Since the standard has a known ratio the 64/66 ratio of the unknown can be calculated by comparing its displacement from the standard with the displacement caused by a known change in the potentiometer setting. Six measurements of the unknown’s displacement and six for each calibration are taken.The sensitivity of the instrument is controlled by the ion currents and the values of the resistors inthe ion current amplification circuits. These are chosen



-37-so that one centimetre displacement of the recorder pen corresponds to about 0.2% difference in 64/66 ratio of the samples. The ion beam of mass 64 is made up of s32 O16 O18while mass 66 is composed of S32 O16 O18, S34 O16 O16, S32 O17 O17,and S33 O16 O17. These last two make a negligible contri- bution, thus64 s S3⅝l6pl6______________66 S3⅛^0q!6 + j^RQloQlS
”0^

2 ⅛ +
O*o

β34S32The value of O18/O16 in the tank oxygen used for the preparation of samples has been determined as O.OO2O8.Hence 1∕q34 = 65--------------- o ≡ - 0.00416 ogTo determine the reproduceability of the instrument a large quantity of sulphur dioxide was prepared and separated into break-seal tubes by a Toepler pump; one of those samples was compared to the line standard at the start of each days work and periodically throughout the day. In Table VI we have collected values obtained for this secondary standard over a representative period of three months. These results show that during the course of one days operation the spectrometer gave results with a reproduceability of 0.02% but over a period of months a reproduceability of only 0.1%.



TABLE VI iMass Spectrometer ReproduceabilityDate -  Difference S32 S34 Date Differenced* S32/S321 June -0.110 22.148 13 July -0.108 22. 1481 June -0.100 22143 27 July -0.155 22.1581 June -0.102 22.148 3 Aug. -0.146 22.1587 June -O.118 22.148 10 Aug. -0.120 22.14313 June -0.096 22.143 24 Aug -0.125 22.15313 June -0.101 22.143 9 Sept. -0.133 22.15315 June -0.141 22.153 9 Sept. -0.133 22.15320 June -0.120 22.143 9 Sept. 22.15813 July -0.116 22.148 Ave rage
* compared to the same standard samplemean deviationA gradual trend upwards in the S32/S34 ratio ofthis secondary standard can be seen. This is probably due to slight changes in the standard gas and changes inherent in the mass spectrometer. Although this drift would be a serious factor in comparison of samples analysed months apart, in the work reported in this thesis samples to be compared with each other were analysed usually on the same day.Preparation of SamplesAll samples of sulphur dioxide were prepared by combustion of silver sulphide in an oxygen stream in a vacuum line. The vacuum line (Fig. 3) consisted of three



VACUUM



FIG. 3 COMBUSTION LINE



-39- parts: an oxygen purifying train, a quarts combustion tube, and a collection line.Tank oxygen was used for the combustion of the silver sulphide. It was purified before use by passing through an activated charcoal trap, A, cooled by dry- ice acetone mixture, a concentrated sulphuric acid bath, B, and a trap, C, cooled by liquid air. This procedure was considered to remove all carbon dioxide, moisture, and hydrocarbons from the gas.The sample of silver sulphide (20-100 mg.) was placed in a nichrome boat and inserted into the quarts combustion tube through the ground glass joint G. The line was then evacuated through stopcock S4 with S1 closed. Following evacuation S3 and S4 were closed and the remainder of the line filled with oxygen through S1 . When the line was at atmospheric pressure, as indicated by the manometer J, stopcock S5 was opened to allow the oxygen to flow through the line at the rate of 0.5 litres per minute. Liquid air was placed around the U-traps D and K to freeze the sulphur dioxide from the oxygen stream.The sample of silver sulphide then was heated with a gas-oxygon flame for one to two minutes to insure com- plete combustion. Following the combustion the oxygen was allowed to stream through for about five minutes after which stopcocks S5 and S1 were closed and the line was evacuated. The sample of sulphur dixide was allowed to



-40-come to room temperature, refrozen, and pumped on to remove non-condensible gases trapped in the solid during the combustion. The sample was transferred to a break- seal tube F by distillation from a dry-ice acetone bath around D or E to the tube F cooled by liquid air. After the distillation was complete, as indicated by the pressure reading on a McLeod gauge, the sample was scaled from the lino under vacuum.To test the reproduceability of the burning pro- cedure five samples of the same silver sulphide were burned and the sulphur dioxide samples were analysed on the mass spectrometer with the results shown in table VII.TABLE VIIReproduceability of Combustion Procedure
Sample Diff, from Standard S32/S34CT - 1 0.083 22.099CT - 2 0.052 22.134CT - 3 0.008 22.124CT - 4 0.009 22.124CT - 5 0.048 22.134average 22.123 +- 0.013*^mean deviationIt can be seen that the total variation is 0.16 and that the moan deviation is +-0.013. Since must of the fractionation factors measured in this work are 



considerably larger than those shown in the burning procedure these results were considered adequate.In the burning procedure some sulphur trioxide is always produced. The equilibrium of the reaction SO2 + 1/2 O2 = SO3 is such that above l200oC SO2 is produced (95) in about 95% yield; as the temperature decreases the yield of SO3 increases rapidly. The oxygen- gas flame used in the combustion of the sample certainly does not produce such high temperatures; however, the heat of combustion of pure silver sulphide is such, that the resulting temperature is sufficiently high. However, it has been observed in this laboratory that diffuse sample of sulphide mixed with inactive ore must be burnt in an electric furnace at 1200 - 14000C to obtain reproduceable results. It seems probable that the greatest cause of fractionation of the isotopes in the burning procedure is the Failure to attain sufficiently high temperatures to ensure quantitative combustion to sulphur dioxide.All samples of hydrogen sulphide whether produced by bacterial or chemical reduction were collected first as cadmium sulphide by trapping in a cadmium acetate- acetic acid buffer solution, and then converted to silver sulphide by the addition of silver nitrate to the precipi- tate. By this method a coarse, easily filtered precipitate was obtained. The silver sulphide was filtered on glass 



-42-wool, washed first with ammonium hydroxide to remove chlorides and carbonates, and then with water. It was dried overnight in an oven at 1000C before burning. Filtering on glass wool prevented the possibility of filter paper entering the combustion lino and producing carbon dioxide; it had the added advantage that for small samples of sulphide, both sample and glass wool could be placed in the burning line to avoid mechanical losses.For quantitative estimations of hydrogen sulphide 
a known excess of standard silver nitrate solution was added to the cadmium sulphide precipitate. After filtra- tion the excess of silver ion was back-filtrated with standard thiocyanate solution using ferric ion as indicator.Sulphate samples were precipitated from solution by the standard barium chloride technique. For precipitation from bacteria media containing considerable sodium lactate it was found necessary to add a small amount of picric acid to aid in coagulation of the precipitate. Otherwise the barium sulphate remained colloidal and passed easily through the filter paper. Quantitative determinations of sulphate concentrations were done in the usual manner by ignition and weighing of the barium sulphate.The barium sulphate samples were reduced to hydrogen sulphide by digestion with a reducing mixture of the follow-ing composition HI (50%) 500 gms.



-43-HC1 (conc.) 480 mls. H3PO2 (50%) 144 mlsThis method is a modification of that of shirley and Pepkowitz (96). The mixture was boiled gently for about thirty minutes on preparation to remove traces of sulphur contaminants. About 100 mgs. of barium sulphate was added to a flask with 100 mls. of reducing mixture. The flask was fitted with a bubbler and a reflux condensor.A stream of nitrogen bubbling through the reaction mixture removed the hydrogen sulphide as it was produced. The gases were passed through a water trap to remove liCl vapours and then through a solution of cadmium acetate where the hydrogen sulphide was removed as cadmium sulphide.To test the reproduceability of the reduction of barium sulphate eight portions of the same sample were reduced, burned, and analysed on the mass spectrometer. The results of the mass sρectromotric analysis with the per cent yield in the reduction are shown in Table VIII.The results show that as long as the reaction proceeds essentially to completion (greater than 95%) the results are reproduceable to O.1% but, as the analyses of samples 1 and 6 show, when the per cent reaction drops the discrepancies become larger. As reported in a later section of this thesis there is a 2% kinetic isotope effect in the reduction of a soluble sulphate by this method, the lighter 



isotopic species, S32 O4 =, reacting faster than the heavier species, S34 O4= It was thus essential in the isotopic analysis of sulphate that the reduction of barium sulphate be carried out to completion.TABLE VIIIReproduceability of Barium Sulphate Reduction

average 22.093 +-0.011

Sample % Yield of H2S S32/S34
1 88.0 22.1042 97.5 22.0853 98.5 22.0954 100.0 22.0905 97.5 22.0906 92.3 (22.109)(22.114)7 99.8 22.0908 96.5 22.075

 mean deviationWhere sulphite was used it was oxidised to sulphate by iodine and then precipitated as barium sulphate. Ford (97) has reported that this oxidation gives very reproduce- able results as far as isotope ratios arc concerned. Cultivation of BacteriaThe original stock of D. desulphuricans used throughout this work was strain #7757 obtained from American Type Cultures, Washington, presumably as a



pure culture·For fractionation experiments using continuous culture techniques during the first part of this work, and for much of the routine sub-culturing throughout Medium 1 was used to grow the bacteria. This medium originally employed by Starkey (98) had the following composition HH4Cl 1.00 g.MgSO4 7H2O 2.00 g.Na2 SO4 0.50 gK2HPO4 0.50 gC aCl2  6H2O 0.10 g.Sodium lactate 3.50 g.Fe(NH4)2 (So4)2 6H2O traceDistilled water 1000 mls.pH adjusted to 7.3For solid tube cultures 2% agar-agar was added to this medium. Medium 1 on autoclaving formed a precipitate which upon production of hydrogen sulphide turned black through formation of ferrous sulphide. This made the medium un- suitable for growth of bacteria when the cells were to be harvested by centrifugation and populations measured by turbidity. A medium was desired which permitted maximum growth of viable bacteria in the shortest possible time 



with no formation of precipitate.Butlin, Adams, and Thomas (99) have reported that 
04% (w/v) yeast extract added to essentially medium 1 produces a greater growth of bacteria in a shorter time. D. desulphuricans require a reducing agent in the medium to maintain a low oxidation-reduction potential before growth will occur. Normally ferrous ion serves this purpose before growth and the product hydrogen sulphide after growth has begun. Gressman and Postdate (100) found that cells grown with only ferrous ion present as reducing agent were only 10% viable. They further found that cysteine or sodium sulphide could replace the ferrous ion and that with the use of those compounds greater growth was obtained with a much greater proportion of the cells viable. Making: use of these observations we .have employed the following mediumwith excellent results for growth cells were to be harvested.Medium 3.aNH4ClMgSo4 7H2OHagSO^K2HPO4CaCl2 2H2O Sodium LactateYeast extract

of bacteria when the
1 .00 g.2 .00 g.1 .00 g.0.50 g.0.10 g.3.50 g.4.00 g.



Cysteine hydrochloride 0.60 g.Distilled water 1000 mls.pH adjusted to 7.3With this medium no precipitate was produced upon autoclaving or upon production of hydrogen sulphide. The medium is essentially identical with that recently used by Grossman and Postgate (101) for harvesting cells.Postgate (102) has reported the presence of an anaerobic contaminant nutritionally dependent on D. desulph- uricans in growths of supposedly pure bacteria, when these growths were plated out for aerobic or anaerobic contamin- ants they appeared pure; however, when grown from a dilute inoculum in a stab culture in solid medium 4, given below, the contaminant appeared as a white colony in contrast to the black colonies of D. desulphuricans. During the course of the work reported in this thesis the working cultures were periodically subcultured in medium 4. No colonies other than those of D. desulphuricans wore detectable. Periodic plating on the same medium under aerobic con- ditions showed no evidence of aerobic contaminants.

Glucose

Medium 4Bacto-tryptone 5.00 g.Yeast extract 4.00 g.Na2SO4MgSO4 7Η2O 1.50 g.1.50 g.
10.0 g.



Fe (NH4)2 (SO4)2 7H2O trace Agar-agar 2∙00 g∙Distilled water 1000 mls.Experimental Procedure for Fractionation studiosChemical Reduction of SulphateThe fractionation in the chemical reduction of sulphate ion in solution by the reducing mixture of hydriodic, hydrochloric, and hypophosphorous acids was studied at temperatures of 50, 35, and 18oC. The concentration of reagents wasHa2SO4 O.81 moles/litreHI 4.0 moles/litreHC1 1.6 moles/litreH3PO2 1.1 moles/litreThe effect of varying the concentration of the active reducing agent, hydriodic acid, was studied over a concentration range from 1.6 to 4.0 moles/litre using the same concentration of the other reagents as above.The experimental procedure was to add the required amount of reagents to a three-neck flask of 200 mls. volume in a constant temperature bath. A total of seventy millilitres of reaction mixture was used. One neck of the flask was fitted with a gas bubbler, one neck was arranged to permit removal of samples, the third was fitted with a condensor and a gas outlet through a cadmium acetate trap. Nitrogen was bubbled through



-49- the reaction mixture and the hydrogen sulphide produced swept out and collected as cadmium sulphide.Sulphur dioxide samples were prepared from the sulphide and from a sulphate sample from the reaction mixture and analyzed on the mass spectrometer.The fractionation factor was calculated as f≡ sulphide)∕S^ l'- (sulphate)Each sample of sulphide produced corresponded to less than 55 reduction of the sulphate. For low percentage reaction such as this the isotopic composition of the reactant does not change and the fractionation factor as calculated above is a true measure of the ratio of rate constants. For higher percentage reaction the observed fractionation must be corrected to zero reaction for a true measure of the ratio of rate constants.Bacterial Reduction ExperimentsContinuous Culture Six separate series studying the fractionation in the bacterial reduction of sulphate using continuous culture techniques were carried out, of which only the sixth D6, series, is reported here in detail. The experimental procedure was essentially as follows∙ A nine-litre bottle of medium 1 (see Cultivation of Bacteria) was prepared and fitted with a bubbler, a funnel for aseptic addition of material, 



-50-a siphon for removal of material, and a gas outlet. The whole system was sterlized in the autoclave for one hour at 115 C. The unit was allowed to cool overnight in the scaled autoclave following which it was transferred to a constant temporatu.ro bath at 25°C and inoculated with about 10 rαls. of an active culture grown in medium 1.Nitrogen, purified of oxygen by passing through Fioser’s solution, was bubbled through the bottle main- taining anaerobic conditions and sweeping out the hydrogen sulphide formed. This was collected as cadmium sulphide and prepared for mass spectrometry as previously described Each time a sample of cadmium sulphide was removed the sulphate was precipitated from a sample of the medium to serve as a reference for comparison of the sulphide. Since each sulphide sample amounted to only about 1% of the total sulphate in the medium the experimentally measured fractionation factor was a true measure of the ratio of rate constants.Following a lag period, usually lasting one to three days after inoculation, the culture began to pro- ducc hydrogen sulphide. Sterile solutions of sodium lactate and sodium or magnesium sulphate were added periodically to maintain the concentration of these metabolites. The production of hydrogen sulphide increased rapidly to a maximum and then begun to decrease. The activity was increased by addition of the remaining

temporatu.ro


salts of the original nutrient medium.Hosting Cell Suspensions To permit a more rigid control over the variables of cell density and con- contration of metabolites resting cell suspensions were used for most of the bacterial fractionation experiments reported in this thesis.The method of resting coll suspensions consisted of growing the bacteria in a suitable medium ( Medium 3a previously described), harvesting the cells by centrifugation, and resuspending them in a medium which did not contain any source of available nitrogen but did contain the essential metabolites - in our case sulphate and lactate. Under these con- ditions the bacteria could not multiply but they did for a period of twenty-four to forty-eight hours continue to carry on the usual metabolic processes of sulphate reduction and lactate oxidation. By controllin the number of bacteria used to prepare the cell suspen- sion the population density could be maintained at a set level for reasonable lengths of time. The popula- tion decreased cventually, of course, due to death of the bacterial cells. This technique also permitted a more rigid control over concentration of metabolites.The bacteria for use in resting cell suspen- sions were harvested from the growth obtained in 10 nils



-52-to 2 litres of Medium 3a usually some sixty hours after inoculation. The greatest cell density and activity were found at this time. The cells were harvested by centrifugation for about fifteen min- utes at 3200 r.p.m. (1600 x g), washed once with 2.5% NaCl solution, and then resuspended in sodium chloride solution of the same strength. Since we were interested chiefly in relative population den- sities from run to run rather than absolute value, the population density was controlled by turbidity measurements taken with a Model DU Beckman Spectro-  photometer at 5200 A.The procedure for fractionation studies was as follows.The cells were harvested, a concentrated suspension made in sodium chloride solution and the turbidity measured. Cell suspensions for fraction- ation experiments wore prepared by adding the required amount of this suspension to a solution of lactate and sulphate at the concentrations required by the exper- iment. The cell suspensions were sot up in a constant temperature bath in Erlenmeyer flasks fitted through a rubber stopper with a bubbler and a gas outlet. Nitrogen, from which the oxygen had been removed by passing through Fieser’s solution, was swept through the suspension to maintain anaerobic conditions and to



-53- remove the hydrogen sulphide produced. This hydrogen sulphide was trapped as cadmium sulphide and handled in the usual manner. D. de sulphuri cans are not known to fix nitrogen under heterotrophic conditions although hydrogenase-producing strains have been reported (103) to fix nitrogen very slowly during autorophic growth. This report still requires direct experimental confir- mation (104)·Preliminary experimentation showed that 300 mls. of bacteria suspension of an optical density of 0.10 to 0.15 when 0.05Μ in lactate and 0.05M in sulphate would produce at 3O0C sufficient hydrogen sulphide for a mass spectrometric analysis in five to eight hours. During this time there was no decrease in turbidity indicating the bacterial suspension was stable and remained active for at least that long. Whenever conditions were changed so that the rate of production of hydrogen sulphide was decreased a greater volume of suspension was used to permit collection of the sample in a reasonable length of time.Series of experiments with the cell suspensions were carried out to determine the effect of lactate concentration, sulphate concentration, temperature, age of cell suspension, and growth of cells upon the isotope effect in the reduction of sulphate to sulphide. The details of these various series are given below.



-54-(a) Variation of lactate concentration. Several series were carried out at 30 C varying the lactate concentration from 0.001 moles/litre to 0.1 moles/ litre, at a sulphate concentration of 0.01 to 0.03 moles/litre.(b) Effect of bacterial growth. The effect of bac- terial growth on the isotope effect in the sulphate reduction was determined by adding ammonium chloride and yeast extract, in the proportions used in Medium 3a, to two cell suspensions at 3O°C after a sample of hydrogen sulphide had been produced under resting cell conditions. Two further samples of hydrogen sulphide wore collected·In a further run the bacteria were alternately subjected to growing conditions-by addition of ammon- ium chloride and yeast extract, and the resting cell conditions - by centrifugation and resuspension, to determine the effect of rapid changes between the ex- tremes on the fractionation. This run was also done at 3O°C(c) Variation of sulphate concentration. The sulphate concentration was varied in a series of cell suspensions   from 1 x 10 -5 moles/litre to 3 x 10 -2 moles/litre, at a lactate concentration of 0.1 moles/litre and a temp- erature of 3O°C. To maintain a supply of sulphate ions 



at low concentrations an excess of a slightly soluble sulphate was added. Strontium sulphate was used to maintain a sulphate ion concentration of 6 x l0 -4 moles/litre and barium sulphate was used for a sulphate ion concentration of 1 x 10 -5 moles/litre. It has been found, as reported in a previous section of this thesis, that the equilibrium between sulphate in solution and a solid sulphate such a calcium sulphate involves only a very small isotope effect.(d) Effect of temperature. The effect of temperature on the isotope fractionation in the bacterial redaction of sulphate was studied in two ways. Bacteria were  acclimatised to temperatures of 24, 30, 36, and 40C by repeated culture at one of those temperatures. Cell suspensions then were prepared at each of these temper- atures from the acclimatised bacteria and sulphide sam- ples collected. At each temperature a series of five runs was carried out varying the lactate concentration from 0.02 to 0.10 moles/litre at a sulphate concentration of 0.03 moles/litre.The effect of temperature also was studied with- out previous acclimatisation of the bacteria. One series acclimatised to 4O°C was lowered to 3O°C after produc- tion of a sample of hydrogen sulphide at the higher tem- perature and a further sample was collected. Another series, acclimatised to 36oC, produced a sample at that



-56- temperature, and was then lowered successively to 30oC and to 24°C with samples collected at each of these temperatures.(e) Effect of Age of cell suspension. Five cell sus- pensions with lactate concentration 0.10 moles/litre on sulphate concentration 0.06 moles/litre were set up at 36oC and samples of sulphide collected until the bacteria produced no more.Reduction of Sulphite by Cell Suspensions: The isotope fractionation in the reduction of sulphite at 3OoC by resting coll suspensions of D. desulphuricans was studied briefly over a range of lactate concentrations from 0.01 to 0.10 moles/litre nt a sulphite concentration of 0.04 moles/litre. The effect of growth on the isotope effect was studied by the addition of ammonium chloride and yeast extract to two of the suspensions after production of one sample of hydrogen sulphide. Two further samples were collected.Pure sodium sulphite was prepared immediately before use by adding dilute hydrochloric acid to com- mercial sodium sulphite and absorbing the evolved sul- pher dioxide in sodium hydroxide solution in a nitrogen atmosphere. This sulphite gave no test for sulphate.



RESULTSChemical seduction of SulphateThe isotope fractionation observed in thechemical reduction of sulphate by the mixture of hy- driodic acid, hydrochloric acid, and hypophosphorous acid, as well as the dependence of the fractionation factor on the temperature are shown in Table IX. For each run the hydrogen sulphide produced was only about 2% of the sulphate present; the experimentally deter- mined fractionation factor is, therefore, a direct measure of the ratio of rate constants, k1 and k2, for the two reactionsS32O4= -> H2S32 (1) S34O4= -> H2S34 (2)This ratio of rate constants is seen to bo 1.022, indicating a 2,2% faster rate of r action for the lighter isotopic species. A calculation of this kinetic isotope effect was made (see theoretical section) on the assumption that the* initial rate-controlling step involved the breaking of an S-0 bond in the reduc- tion of sulphate to sulphite. Upper and lower limits at 25oC of 1.035 and 1.011 for the fractionation factor were obtained, corresponding to the two extreme models-57-



-58-of the activated complex(i) S-0 bond completely broken, as in product, (ii) S-0 bond the same as in the initial state. The intermediate isotope effect found experimentally suggests the rate-controlling step is the initial S-O bond breakage with an activated complex containing a stretched S-0 bond intermediate between the initial and final states.The isotope effect calculate  on the basis of complete bond breakage in the activated complex showed an increase of 0.3% for a temperature decrease of 25°; the lower limit, on the other hand, showed no temperature coefficient. A 0.3% change in isotope effect is easily measurable with our procedures; one is, therefore, forced to the conclusion that the isotope effect is independent of temperature, contrary to theoretical expectations. This lack of temperature dependence could be explained by postulating that the extent of bond breakage decreases with a temperature decrease, resulting in a lower fraction ation which compensates for the expected temperature effect. Such a hypothesis is not subject to experimental verification and must remain, therefore, a matter of conjecture.The kinetics of the reaction were not studied extensively, but results indicated that the rate was dependent on the sulphate concentration, the hydrogen



Chemical eduction of SulphateTABLE IX
Efffect of Temperatureon Isotope FractionationSample 

i,

Temp.C S32/S34(SO4 ) S32/S34(S)  Fractionation Average FractionationC15-1 17..8 22.089 22.538 1.0206Cl 5-2 17.8 22.065 22.584 1.0235C16-1 18.0 22.09ο 22.573 1.0215 1.022016-2 18.0 22.095 22.568 1.0214C14-1 35.0 22.098 22.543 1.0201Cl 4-2 35.0 22.085 22.573 1.0221 1.022C 6—1 35.0 22.085 22.553 1.0212C 6—2 35.0 22.075 22.594 1.0235C1O-1 50.0 22.058 22.533 1.0215C13-1 50.0 22.083 22.533 1.0204 1.022C13-2 50.0 22.055 . 22.558 1.0228TABLE XChemical Reduction of SulphateEffect of HI Concentration on Isotope FractionationSample
I.

H1 M./l. S32/S34 (SO4 ) S32/S34 (S=) Fractionation Average FractionationC13-l 4.0 22.083 22.533 1.0204 1.0215C13-2 4.0 22.055 22.558 l.0228C11-1 3.2 22.053 22.533 1.0218 1.0211C11-2 3.2 22.085 22.538 1.0205C12-1 1.6 22.075 22.543 1.0212 1.0212C12-2 1.6 22.080 22.548 1.0212



-60- ion concentration, and the iodide ion concentration. The over-all reduction reaction can be written asSOJ + SI“ + lOH+----- > ∏2S + 4H2O + ⅛I2 The iodine formed is then reduced to iodide ion by reaction with the hypophosphorous acid. The hydro- chloric acid acts as a source of hydrogen ion and, in the case of reduction of barium sulphate, as a dissolv- ing agent.Attempts to study the fractionation in the reduction of sulphite by this reducing mixture led to difficulties on two accounts. The sulphite was decom- posod to sulphur dioxide gas by the acidic medium. Further, the mixture of sulphur dioxide and sulphite ion reacted so rapidly with the hydriodic acid that large amounts of elemental sulphur were deposited rapidly, even in dilute solutions of the reactants. The formation of the elemental sulphur probably was due to a secondary reaction between hydrogen sulphide and iodine which occured before the iodine was reduced by the hypophosphorous acid. These observations on the rapidity of the reaction of sulphur dioxide with hydrio dic acid indicate that the rate-controlling step in the reduction of sulphate is the first step, SO4= -> S03= in support of the conclusions drawn from the agreement of the experimental fractionation factor to that cal- culated on this assumption.



-61-The effect of the concentration of the reducing agent, hydriodic acid, on the fractionation factor is shown in Table X. It would not be expected that a change in the concentration of one of the reactants would affect the isotope effect unless such variations changed the rate- controlling step of the reaction· The results of Table X, showing no change of fractionation factor with varying hydriodic acid concentration, are to bo expected; however, they do stand in direct contrast to the results to be presented concerning the bacterial reduction of sulphate. Bacterial Reduction of Sulphate Continuous Culture: The first run carried out by this author using the continuous culture techniques gave a fractionation factor between 1.000 and 1.003 at 250C. Wallouch (77) at the same temperature had obtained a fractionation factor of 1.011 to 1.012. Several possi- bilities for the explanation of the result, such as con- tamination of bacterial culture, oxygen in the nitrogen stream, and variations of different strains of bacteria, where checked in subsequent runs. These experiments gave the lower fractionation factors repeatedly. In the series D6 the effect of the length of Lime for which the continuous culture was in operation was studied. The results of this run arc shown, in part, in Figure 4
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-62-where we have plotted the fractionation factor as a function of time. Zero tine was taken as the time of removal of the first sample of sulphide some three days after inoculation of the system with bacteria.The results in Figure 4 show that for the first sixty hours after production of sulphide began there was no fractionation of the sulphur isotopes, the frac- tionation factor being 1.000; after sixty hours the fractionation factor began to rise gradually, eventu- ally levelling off at 1.011 the same value previously obtained in continuous culture experiments (76,77). For comparison purposes we have also plotted in Figure 4 the rate of collection of hydrogen sulphide as a function of time. The rate of collection of hydrogen sulphide depends upon such things as the rate of flow of nitrogen through the system, the pH of the medium, and the hydrogen sulphide concentration in the medium. However, it should be a fairly good measure of the rate production of hydrogen sulphide by the bacteria.The first part of the rate curve in Figure 4 is typical of the logarithmic phase of bacterial growth. The rapid decrease of the rate after the initial maxi- mum cannot be explained on the basis of a decrease in bacterial population but must be caused by a decrease in the metabolic activity of the bacteria. The results 



given in Figure 4 indicate a dependency of the fraction- ation factor upon the rate of reduction of sulphate.The lug period between the decrease in the rate and the increase in the fractionation factor can be explained by the hydrogen sulphide hold-up in the culture solu- tion when the bacteria were very active. This hydrogen sulphide hold-up would tend to dilute the hydrogen sulphide produced later, causing a delay in the first observations of fractionation.
Resting Cell studies:The results shown in Figure 4 suggested that the fractionation of the sulphur isotopes was a func- tion of the rate of production of hydrogen sulphide. It was decided, therefore, to change the technique of study to resting cell suspensions in order that the variables, cell density of bacteria, and concentration of metabolites, could be controlled more accurately. As has been shown in the results from the chemical reduction of sulphate no change in the isotope effect was to be expected with change in rate unless the mechanism of the reaction changed. The problem under- taken with the resting cell suspensions was to detor- mine definitely whether the fractionation was a function of the rate, and if so to determine what change in the mechanism occurred to cause the change in the fraction- ation. The results presented show the effect of meta-



—64— 
bolite concentrations, temperature, and growth conditions upon the rate and upon the fractionation of the isotopes From these results v;e have been able to draw some defi- nite conclusions concerning the mechanism of the reac- tion.(a) Effect of Lactate Concentration: Postgate (105) has reported that the rate of sulphate reduction by D. de- sulphuricans using lactate as the source of hydrogen is dependent on the lactate concentration. Table XI summar- izes the results obtained varying lactate concentration in the cell suspensions at 3OoC at constant cell density The rate in column four of the table is expressed as moles of hydrogen sulphide produced pεr hour per unit cell population. To permit a direct comparison of rates throughout the work with resting cells the unit of cell population arbitrarily was taken as 100 mls. of suspen- sion of an optical density of 0.10.Columns four and five of Table XI show that over the range of lactate concentration 0.096 to 0.010 moles/litre the rate and also the fractionation factor wore essentially independent of the lactate concontra- tion∙ This undoubtedly means that the enzyme systems involving the lactate were saturated with lactate; the rate was controlled by the amount of enzyme or coenzyme not the concentration of lactate.



TABLE XIBacterial Reduction of SulphateEffect of Lactate Concentration on Isotope Fractionation

 moles hydrogen sulphide per hour per unit cell

Sample Optical Density RateK 10 6 Fractionation FactorR4~5 0.10 0.096 5.89 1.0127R3~7 0.16 0.084 5.32 1.0086R4~4 0.10 0.075 4.88 1.0122R3-6 0.16 0.073 4.15 1.0102R3-5 0.16 0.063 5.47 1.0109R4-3 0.10 0.053 6.40 l.0108 R4-2 0.10 0.052 5.56 1.0117R3-2 0.16 0.021 4.58 1.0104R4-l 0.10 0.011 6.06 1.0120R3-l 0.16 0.010 4.75 1.0106R6-1 #1 0.12 0.0021 1.14 1.0108R6-2 #2 0.12 0.0021 0.82 1.0147R6-2 #1 0.09 0.0014 1.30 1.0126R9-2 #2 0.09 0.0010 1.25 1.0145R9-2 #3 0.09 0.0010 0.66 1.0148R9-l #1 0.0'9 0.0007 1.01 1.0181R9-1 #2 0.09 0.0007 0.40 1.0146
population.



However, as the lactate concentration was decreased below 0.010 moles/litre the rate began to decrease. Although the variations in the fractiona- tion factor were rather large there was a. general trend to higher values at lower rates, reaching in the case of sample R19-1 #1 a value of 1.0181. These results indicate that the isotope effect is dependent on the rate of sulphate redaction and increases as the rate is decreased by lowering the concentration of reducing agent. The fractionation factor of 1.011 obtained, on the average, in the region independent of lactate concentration is identical with that originally obtained by previous workers (76,77) at 25oC using continuous culture techniques.(b) Effect of Bacterial Growth: It was apparent that the rate could not be increased sufficiently by increas- ing the lactate concentration to give the low raction- ation found in the continuous culture at high metabolic activity. It has been reported (70, 106) that the rate of reduction of sulphate by D. desulphuricans is much greater during active growth than with resting cells. Therefore, ammonium chloride and yeast extract were added to two of the resting cell suspensions, R4-2 and E4-4, to permit growth of the bacteria. Subseqently two further samples of sulphide were collected under growing conditions and the fractionation compared to that obtained with resting cells. The results are shown in Table XII.



TABLE XIBacterial Reduction of SulphateEffect of Cell Multiplication on isotope FractionationSample OpticalDensity Time for Sample (hours) RateX 10° Fractionation Factor
R4-2 #1 0.099 7.0 5.56 1.0117R4-2 #2 2 .2 0.25 l.0099R4-2 #3 0.20 1.7 14.4 1.0070R4-4 #1 0.099 6.7 4.88 1.01222.5 15.0 1.0099R4-4 #3 0.19 1.5 16.8 1.0054* Ammonium chloride and yeast extract added after these samples.≠moles hydrogen sulphide/hour/unit cell popu-lation The addition of the nitrogen source caused a rapid increase in the cell density shown by the increased optical density (column two); the cell population doubled within four hours after the addition of the source of nitrogen. This increase was accompanied by an increased rate of production of hydrogen sulphide per unit cell population; the actively growing cells curried out the sulphate reduction considerably faster than resting cells. As the rate of production of hydrogen sulphide increased the sulphur isotope fractionation decreased rather markedly
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FIG. 5 DEPENDENCE OF ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION ON RATE DURING ACTIVE GROWTH



Bacterial Reduction of SulphateEffect of Rapid Changes From Growing to Resting Conditions on Isotope Fractionation

≠moles hydrogen sulphide/hour/unit cell population.That the fractionation factor is directly

Sample Optical Density Rate, R 10 6 Fractionation Factor ConditionsR5-2 #l 0.22 18.8 1.0000 growing  0.11 10.9 1.0033 restingR5-2 #3 0.11 32.6 1.0058 restingR5-2 #4 0.11 16.8 1.0076 restingR5-2 #5 0.11 69.2 1.0092 growingR5-2 #6 0.20 37.7 1.0063 growing0.30 25.4 1.0063 growingR5-2 #8 0.11 19.3 1.0093 restingR5-2 #9 0.11 13.1 1.0105 resting
dependent upon the metabolic activity of the bacteria, as measured by the rate of production of hydrogen sul- phide per unit cell population, is shown in Figure 5 by the straight line obtained on plotting the fractionation as a function of rate. Five of the six points lie very close to the straight lino; the sixth point, correspond- ing to sample R4-4 #2, is considerably in error for unknown reasons. It is apparant from these results 



that under conditions of active growth very little fractionation of the sulphur isotopes occurs.There are two possible explanations of this result. First, two separate enzyme systems for the bacterial redaction process might be postulated. If one enzyme system were operative under resting cell conditions and involved a considerable isotope fraction ation, and the other enzyme system were operative only during active growth of the bacteria and involved no isotope fractionation, then the above result could be realized. Second, two steps in a single mechanism might be competitive with regard to which is rate- controlling. If under conditions of active growth a step which did not involve the breaking of a S-O bond were rate-controlling, then no isotope fractionation would occur. On the other hand, if under conditions of resting cells the rate-controlling step did involve the breaking of a S-O bond, then considerable fractionation would result. Since one would not expect to find two sepapate enzyme systems in the same organism to carry out one reaction the second explanation appears by far the more likely. To distinguish between the two explanations further experiments were devised.In these experiments the bacteria were studied in a manner which permitted rapid changes from conditions
permitting rapid growth to conditions



-70-of resting cells. The results assembled in Table XIII show that during these rapid changes in conditions the corresponding change in the isotope fractionation was quite gradual. If two separate mechanisms were opera- tive, one under resting cell conditions involving con- siderable fractionation, and the other under growing condi tions involving no fractionation, then one would expect rather abrupt changes in the isotope fractionation as the conditions were changed from the two extremes. On the other hand, if only one mechanism were operative and the change in fractionation depended on th change in the relative rates of two stops then one would expect a more gradual change in the observed isotope fraction- ation as the conditions were changed between the two extremes. The results shown in Table XIII support the second explanation and indicate that the effect of growth is a speeding up of the metabolic processes, especially thc step in the reaction involving a large isotope effect, (c) Effect of Sulphate Concentration: Since a decrease . of the lactate concentration below the apparent satura- tion concentration has been shown to lower the rate of hydrogen sulphide production and cause an increase in the isotope fractionation, it was interesting to determine the effect of sulphate concentration on the rate and on the fractionation of the isotopes. The results



TABLE XIVBacterial Reduction of Sulphate
Effect of Sulphate Concentration on Isotope FractionationRun SO4= moles/litre lactate moles/litre Fractionation FactorR3 (series) 0.029 varied 1.0100*R4 (series) 0.010 varied 1.0115*R9-3 0.004 0.10 1.0110R16-1 0.0014 0.10R19-l 0.0006 0.11 1.0037R19-2 0.0000 0.11 l.003lR18-l 0.00001 0.10 0.9969each value average of five determinationsl5 .8% reaction, corrected to zero reactions bymethod of Stevens (107)»

Bacterial Reduction of SulphateEffect of Temperature on Isotope Fractionation a~Series
i

Temperature Average Rate ≠ AverageFractionation Determinations
'R17 24 5.30 1.0089 5R3-R4 30 4.99 1.0106 10R13 36 4.87 1.0128 5R12 40 5.19 1.0107 5moles∕hour∕unit cell population XlO 6Bacteria previously acclimatized to temperatureat which cell suspension maintained. 



-72-presented in Table XIV show that over the range from 0.03 moles/litre to 0.001 moles/litre the sulphate concentration had no effect on the fractionation factor. However, as the concentration was lowered still further the fractionation decreased to 1.003 at a sulphate con- centration of about 6 x 10 -4 moles/litre, as controlled by the solubility of strontium sulphate. At the con- centration of sulphate gives by a saturated solution of barium sulphate the fractionation factor apparently inverted with S32 O4= reacting 0.3% faster than S32 O4=. This result will be discussed more fully in a later section of this thesis. When some of these runs wore carried out no quantitative measure of the rates were obtained. Qualitatively it was observed that the rate was constant for a sulphate concentration above 0.01 moles, litre, but decreased considerably at lower con- centrations.(d) Effect of Temperature: Wallouch (77) using continuous culture techniques found a Large temperature co- efficient for the isotope effect in the bacterial reduc- tion of sulphate (Figure 2). This could not be explained on the basis of a normal temperature coefficient of either an oxchange or  a unidirectional reaction as was shown in the theoretical section; it was important to see whether this was also a rate—controlled phenomenon. The effect of temperature on the rate and on the isotope 



fractionation was studied in two manners. In one case the bacteria were acclimatized to the different temper- atures by repeated sub-culturing at that temperature; in the other case the temperature of the cell suspensions was lowered abruptly without any previous acclimatiza- tion. The fractionation of the isotopes in the hydrogen sulphide produced by cell suspensions reducing sul- phate at temperatures from 24 to 40oC is shown in Table XV. In these four series the bacteria were first acclimatised to the temperature at which the cell sus- pensions were maintained by growth at that temperature. Column three shows that the rate of production of hydro- gen sulphide was a minimum at 36oC, increasing slightly at both lower and higher temperatures. The fractiona- tion factor was a maximum at 36oCs decreasing above and below this temperature. There would appear to be some degree of correlation between the size of the isotope effect and the rate of sulphate. reduction although the variations in both, especially the rate, are too small to draw any definite conclusions.In addition to the experiments described above a further study of the temperature effect was made in which the temperature of a cell suspension was lowered after each successive sample was produced; in this case 



-74-there was no previous acclimatization to thc lower temperature· The suspensions of series R13 of the above table wore lowered to 3O0C, after production of samples at 36oC, and further samples ware collected. The temp— erature then was lowered to 24oC and a third set of samples collected. Series R12 of Table XV origin- ally produced samples at 4OoC, after which the cell suspensions wore lowered to 3O0C and a second sot of samples collected. The results from these two series are presented graphically in Figure 6 where the fraction- ation is plotted as a function of the rate of production of hydrogen sulphide per unit cell population. it the lover temperatures the rate of hydrogen sulphide produc- tion decreased considerably and the isotope effect incr∙ used. That the fractionation is again a function of th rate is shown by the reasonable agreement of the experimental points with the curve drawn through them.The effect of temperature; as shown in Figure 6 is to be contrasted with ho effect as shown by the results of Table XV. When the bacteria were allowed to acclimatize themselves to a temperature by growth at that temperature they apparently were capable of adjust- ing their enzyme systems in such a manner us to enable them to carry on their metabolism at the normal rate regardless of the temperature change. However, when
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FIG. 6 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION



-75-they were subjected in cell suspension to a sudden lowering of the temperature without previous acclima- tization there was a large decrease in the metabolic rates which was reflected in an increase in the fraction- ation of the sulphur isotopes. This will be discussed more fully when we consider possible mechanisms of the reduction reaction.(o) Effect of Age of Cell suspension: The large decrease in rate at lower temperatures in the above runs necessi- tated maintaining the suspensions for long periods of time to produce sufficient hydrogen sulphide for analysis. Figure 6 indicated that the increase in the fractiona- tion was caused by the decrease in the rate. However, there remained the possibility that the isotope fraction- ation was affected by the age of the cell suspension. To check this possibility five cell suspensions were set up at 360C and samples of sulphide collected until no more hydrogen sulphide was produced. Six to nine sam- ples of hydrogen sulphide were produced by each suspen- sion. For each suspension the first sample produced and the last sample produced were analyzed. The results gave, on the average a fractionation factor of 1.014 for the first sample produced decreasing to 1.009 for the final sample. For the fifth suspension all the samples collected were analyzed with the results shown in Table XVI



TABLE XVIBacterial Reduction of SulphateEffect of Age of Suspension on Isotope FractionationSample # Elapsed Time (Hours) Fractionation- FactorR15-5 #1 4.7 1.0142R15-5 #2 10.7 1.0137R15-5 #3 20.7 1.0119R15-5 #4 25.7 1.0110R15-5 #5 34.4 1.0123R15-5 #6 45.9 1.0109R15-5 #7 51.9 1.0103Hl5-5 #8 58.9 1.0105R15-5 #9 79.6 1.0080The fractionation factors in Table XVI fall into three groups. The isotope fractionation for the first two samples was 1.014, decreasing to 1.011 for the next six samples, and to 1.0080 for the last sample. This decrease in the isotope effect, especially the abrupt change, is difficult to explain. The cell population decreased with age making it impossible to correlate the observed fractionation with the rate of hydrogen sulphide production. The results do show, however, that the large increase in the isotope effect found previously as the temperature was lowered (Fig. 6) must be an effect of temp- erature not age, since aging of the cell suspensions has been shown to cause a decrease in the fractionation.



-77-Reduction of Sulphite by Resting CellsThe sulphur isotope fractionation found in the reduction of sulphite by cell suspensions of D. desul- phuricans at 3OoC over a range of lactate concentrations is presented in Table XVII. The fractionation factor was found to average 1.011, identical with, the value found for the sulphate reduction under similar conditions. In addition the rate of production of hydrogen sulphide per unit cell population was almost the same as the rate found in the reduction of sulphate. Postdate (84) has reported that cell suspensions of D. desulphuricans reduce sulphite at a faster rate than sulphate, with molecular hydrogen as the reducing agent. The rates wore measured by the rate of hydrogen uptake, which was the same for both sulphate and sulphite. Since sulphite requires three moles of hydrogen for reduction compared to four moles for sulphate it was concluded tint sulphite was reduced more rapidly. No measurements were made of the rate of hydrogen sulphide production by Postdate. Our results do not support Post- gate’s conclusions although the systems are not directly comparable because of the difference in the reducing agent.



TABLE XVIIIsotope Fractionation in Bacterial Reduction ____ of Sulphite

moles hydrogen sulphide/hour/unit cell population.

Run # Optical
Density

Lactate (moles/l.) Rate x 10 6 Fractionation 
FactorR10-2 0.18 0.012 6.46 1.0106R10-3 0.18 O.O24 7.81 1.0103Rl0-4 0.048 5.56 1.0124R10—5 0.18 00.83 3.09 1.0125R10—6 0.18 0.119 2 .65 1.0106

TABLE XVIIIBacterial Reduction of sulphiteEffect of Cell Multiplication on Isotope Fractionation

^ammonium chloride and yeast extract added to restingcell suspension after these samplesmoles hydrogem sulphide/hour/unit cell population.

Sample Optical Density Time for Sample( Hrs. 106 FractionationFactorR10-3 #1 0.18 4.5 7.81 1 .0103R10-3 #2 3.5 13.07 1 .0061R10-3 #3 0.32 2.6 26.15 1 .0036
Rl0-5 #1 O.18 4.5 3.09 1 .0125R10-5 #2 3.5 11.11 1 .0072R10-5 #3 0.27 2.0 18.52 1 .005O

sulphi.de/hoai7unit


-79-No evidence was obtained for sulphite formation during the reduction of sulphite contrary to the report of Spiegler (108) who claimed to have found increase in the sulphate concentration during the reduction of a mixture of sulphate and sulphite in continuous culture.In Table XVIII are tabulated the results obtained when ammonium chloride and yeast extract was added to two of the suspensions reducing sulphite. The optical density increased considerably indicating cell multiplication. At the same time these rapidly dividing cells showed an in- creased rate of sulphite reduction per unit population, as the rate increased the fractionation dropped accordingly The result in the case of actively growing cells is seen to be identical for the reduction of both sulphite and sulphate.Summary of ResultsAll the results presented show that the extent of the sulphur isotope fractionation in the bacterial reduc- tion of sulphate is dependent on the rate of reduction, regardless of whether this rate is controlled by the temperature, concentration of metabolites, or conditions of growth. In Figure 7 the isotope fractionation obtained varying these conditions is plotted as a function of the rate of hydrogen sulphide . production. It is sen that all the values fall on a smooth curve regardless of the condi-
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FIG. 7 ISOTOPE FRACTIONATION AS A FUNCTION OF RATE



-80-tions of the experiment. On the same graph we have shown the isotope effect in the reduction of sulphite as a func- tion of the rate, ln this case also the fractionation of the sulphur isotopes appears to depend on the rate in much the same manner as for sulphate.During the preparation of this manuscript, Kulp and co-workers (10'9) reported, in a brief note, that they had observed a large temperature coefficient for the iso- tope effect in the redaction of sulphate by D. desulphuri~ cans. in essential agreement with Wallouch’s earlier results from this laboratory. They sugested that the size of theisotope effect was affected by factors which influence the rate of growth, although they made no effert to explain the result nor did they sugest a mechanism. The experiments of this work show that the isotope effect varies considerably not only with. temperature but also with concentration of metabolites and conditions of growth, the results show further that in every case the main effect of these vari- ables is due to the rate of reduction of sulphate under the conditions of the experiment. Finally, the results taken to ether suggest a mechanism whereby the widely different isotope effects can be explained. This mechanism of the bacterial reduction of sulphate is discussed below.



DiscussionIt was mentioned previously that the large varia- tion of isotope effect with rate could be explained by postulating a reaction sequence involving two consecutive steps either of which could be rate-controlling. If one of these stops involved a large fractionation of the iso- topes and the other involved little or no isotope effect, one could expect a large variation in the observed fraction- ation depending on the relative rates of the two steps.Our results show that at low rates of sulphate reduction the rate-controlling step in the bacterial sulphate reduction involves an isotope effect of at least 2.5%. This compares with 2.2% obtained ln the reduction of sulphate by chemical methods. For the chemical reaction it was shown that the rate-controlling step was the initial S-O bond breakage occurring in the reaction SO4=-> SO3=. Comparison of the two isotope effects suggests, at once, that the same step is rate-controlling in the bacterial reduction at low rates as was rate-controlling in the chemical reduction. At high rates of sulphate reduction, during active growth, the rate-controlling step showed only a very small isotope effect. A small isotope effect-8l- 



also was obtained at very low sulphate concentrations indicating that this rate-controlling step directly in- volved the sulphate ion in a reaction resulting in very little fractionation of the isotopes.Λ great amount of work has been reported in the literature (52,84,110-117) showing that the reduction of sulphur compounds by D, desulphuricans occurs through the following sequence of reactions with a separate enzyme for each step.
p

3406 , 32o3 ∣-* 3°5 , ' ⅛3∏2SIt has been shown (101) that at the reducing agent, such as lactate, acts to reduce sulphate and other com- pounds through a fumarate-succinate cycle outlined below· Electrons apparently are transferred between the two sys- tems by a cytochrome system (117-120).S” , Fumarate x ✓Lactate z Pyruvate ∕H9
_Y X ( (SO^× xSuccinate Pyruvate * AcetateLactate is thus directly involved in the sulphate reduc- tion; a decrease in the lactate concentration decreases the rate of the reduction reaction.The scheme for the sulphate reduction, outlined above, shows that sulphite is an intermediate in the reduction of sulphate although all attempts to isolate 



sulphite in the bacterial cell have failed (82, 113-116). These results along with other evidence from inhibition studies and relative rates of reduction (84,111,112) have shown that sulphite is reduced faster than sulphate in the bacterial cell. These reasons and especially the agree- ment of the isotope effect in the chemical reduction with the isotope effect at low rates of bacterial sulphate reduction lead us to the conclusion that at these low rates the rate-controlling step in the bacterial reduction is the first S-O bond breakage occurring in the reaction SO4= -> SO3= as in the case of the chemical reduction. Any step in the further reduction of sulphite cannot load to an isotope effect since all the sulphite is reduced as rapidly as it is formed.It has been observed in this laboratory (83) that sulphite and sulphate undergo some isotopic exchange in the presence of bacteria suspensions containing no lactate as reducing agent. This suggested that the isotope fraction ation observed in the sulphate reduction might occur during this exchange. However, without a build-up of sulphite no exchange reaction could occur; in the experiments promoting the exchange sulphite was added to the suspensions. Fur- ther, this exchange occurs only very slowly with no reduc- ing agent present and with only a small amount of lactate present does not occur appreciably in forty-eight hours,



considerably longer than our fractionation experiments.The low isotope fractionation when the bacteria were rapidly growing could be explained by postulating a different mechanism for the reduction under these conditions. As discussed previously this second mechanism is considered to be highly unlikely both, on a theoretical basis and from experimental results. The question then arises of the step in the reaction sequence which is rate-controlling during rapid sulphate reduction. Results show that this step involves very little fractionation of the isotopes. The same stop is undoubtedly rate-controlling at very low sulphate concentration, where again a small isotope effect was observed. This decrease of isotope effect at very low sulphate concentration suggests that the rate-controlling stop both in this case and during active growth is the pick-up of sulphate by the bacterial cells. The pick-up of sulphate by the  cell would not involve a large isotope effect since there is no great change in the bonding of the sulphur during such a reaction.The study of uptake of ions and molecules by colls (121-124) has suggested that negative ions such as sulphate cannot enter the bacterial cell passively due to the negative charge of the bacteria undr physiological conditions (125, 126). The theory is that an active anion absorption must occur deriving its energy from the anaerobic fermentation 



-85-of carbohydrates.Whether the rate of pick-up of sulphate is con- trolled by the diffusion of sulphate to the cells or by the active transfer through formation of a sulphate- ensyme complex in either case the isotope effect would be small. The isotope fractionation in diffusion is dependent on the square root of the ratio of the mass of the two isotopic species S34 O4 and S32 O4=  Such an isotope effect would be very small for the highly hydrated ions present in solution; if any isotope effect were observed it would  show the S32 O4= reacting faster. On the other hand the formation of the enzyme complex in the active transfer would probably involve an equilibrium with the S34 O4= favoured in the complex to a slight extent. The isotope effects in the two possible cases are in opposite directions but both would be quite small. The results at very low sulphate concentration (Table XV) showed the S34 O4 reacting faster by 0.3% suggesting that the active transfer was rate-eon- trolling. In view of the small effect this point perhaps should be studied further.The postulate that the pick-up of sulphate is rate- controlling during active growth and at low sulphate con- centration is in accord with Mitchell (127) who states that at low nutrient concentration the limiting factor is the rate of nutrient availability determined by the rate



-86- of diffusion of nutrient to the cell surface or through the osmotic barrier.The lowering of the temperature of the cell suspen- sion would cause a greater decrease in the rate of the reduction step than in the rate of sulphate pick-up, since the reduction step would have a greater activation energy. That the fractionation increased as the temperature was lowered must moan that the reduction reaction became more rate controlling; this supports our postulates concerning the rate-controlling steps in the reduction reaction.The few results obtained on the isotope fractiona- tion in the bacterial reduction of sulphite suggest that in this reduction a reaction sequence occurs similar to that for sulphate. At high rates of reduction the isotope fractionation decreased probably because the pick-up of sulphite became rate-controlling.It is interesting to see what variation of isotopic fractionation with rate could be expected theoretically from a reaction sequence of the type proposed for the bacterial reduction. The mechanism we have proposed in- volves the two steps pick-up of sulphate and reduction to sulphite competing for control of the rate and can be written as follows for the two isotopic species, where S04= (bound) is considered a sulphate inside the bacterial cell



-07-S32O^ (sol’n) S32θ- (uouπj) — 
S34Oz= (soltn) ⅛ ? S^ ^O≡ (bound) ———)S 3 4q “
McDaniel and Smoot (128) recently have dealt withthe kinetics of a reaction sequence of this type. From their equations one can derive the expression given below for the fractionation factor, assuming a steady-state concentration of bound sulphate

fractionation factor -
This equation shows that if the reduction step involves a large isotope fractionation while the first step, either equilibrium or unidirectional, involves essentially no isotope fractionation, the experimentally observed isotope effect will depend on the relative rates of the three reactions. Largo variations in isotope fractionation would be expected if changes in experimental conditions caused changes in the relative rates of the various steps. From the above theoretical expression it was impossible to obtain a theoretical curve of fractionation factor versus rate of reduction which fitted the



-88-experimental curve (Fig. 7) with any degree of accuracy, although the general shape of the two curves was similar.The results presented have shown conclusively that the rate of metabolic processes in living cells can be controlled by the rate of nutrient up-take. This observation would be difficult to obtain by kinetic studies; this work is another example of the use of isotope effects in determining the mechanism of such complex reactions.The maximum fractionation of the sulphur isotopes obtained in the reduction of sulphate by D. desulphuricans was 2.5%. Analysis of sulphur and sulphate samples from the Cyrenaican Lakes of Africa where D. desulphuricans are known to be active gave isotope effects of 1.5 to 3.2% (Table I), in very good agreement with the results obtained in the laboratory controlled experiments. Our results have shown that the extent of the isotope fractionation is closely related to the environment of the organism; the spread is the isotope fractionation for the samples from Cyrenaica, collected at different times, is not unexpected. To explain more fully the mechanism of sulphur isotope fractionation in nature, experiments are in progress in this laboratory combining D. desulphuricans in a mixed culture with photosynthetic sulphide-oxidizing bacteria such as are found in nature. It is hoped by this method to reproduce in the laboratory a simplified bacterial sulphur cycle such as is found in nature.



AppendixI. Calculation of 'o2/o1' for S03=.The ratio of partition functions is given by the following equation (equation (14), theoretical section)

where  and the summation   is over all i frequencies, counting an n- degenerate fre quency n times. The following values arc used for hc/kT (129). -~ = 4.S256 x lθ~3 at 250C X _ >1~⅞ = 5.2665 κ lO~3 at O°C.The calculations of 'o2/o1' 250C and OoC are assembled inthe two tables below The G (u) values were taken from the table of Bigeleisen and Mayer (79). The Aw1. values are those calculated by Bernstein and Evans (87) and the w1i values are the average of the Raman lines given in Table II. The w2i values were calculated from the and △wi values



Calculation of q2/q1 for (25oC)
i w2i wli wi u2i △ ui G(u2i) Aui 1 95405 967.0 12.5 4.60604 0.060320 0.29298 0.017672 613.6 616.6 3.0 2.96099 0.014478 0.21687 0.003143 923.5 930.0 6.5 4.45644 0.031366 0.28734 0.009013 923.5 930.0 6.5 4.45644 0.031366 0.28734 0.009014 456.3 468.3 12.0 2.20192 0.057910 0.17019 0.009864 456.3 468. 3 12.0 2.20192 0.057910 0.17019 0.00986

“7= 1.059 at 250C.
Calculation of Q2/Q1 for SO3= (0C)i w2i wli Δwi u2i △ ui G(u2i) G(u2i) ui1 954∙5 967.0 12.5 5.02667 O∙O65S29 0.30767 0.020252 613.6 616.6 3.0 5.23140 O.O15SOO 0.23165 0.003663 923.5 93O∙O 6.5 4.δ6342 O.O3423I O.3O21C O≡OlO343 923.5 930.0 6∙5 !fβbj⅛2 0.034231 0.30216 0 0 ι-∙> 0 v> ∙P~4 456.5 4oS.3 12.0 2.40301 0.063200 O≡lS329 0.011564 656.3 ∕}∙6So3 12.0 2.40301 0.063200 0.18329 0.01150

11 — 
1 *∙ ∙~ι 0 0κ)i∙l

∖
at O0C.

__ln-6> G(u2,. )oi A¾ = 0.06775



-91-II. Calculation of Q2/Q1 for SO4=The Q2/Q1 ratios for the sulphate ion were re-calculated using the G(u) values of Bigeleisen and Mayer(79) and the vibrational frequencies and isotope shiftreported by Tudge and Thode (68). The calculations for 25oC and OoC are summarized in the following tables

3∏-6C(u2J∙Λu1 = O.O⅛397 i i

Calculation of Q2/Q1 for SO4= (25oC)i ⅜1 w⅛ ^;i uo. zi ∆ui 0(u2<) S(u24 ) ∙A∏.1 9450 9^0 0.0002 451 451 0.0003 1097.56 1113.60 16.04 5.29639 O.O77AO3 0.31626 O.O24<Tβ3 1097.56 1113.60 16.04 5.29639 0.077403 0.31626 O.O2Uδ3 1097.56 1113.60 16.04 5.29639 O.O774O3 0.31626 0.0244#4 615.55 61U.9O 3.35 2.97040 0.016166 0.21740 0.003514 615*55 613.90 3.35 2.97040 0.016166 0.21740 0.003514 615.55 61$.90 3.35 2.97040 0.016166 0.21740 0.00351

⅛ =μ» l.OC4 at 25oC.



-92-Calculation of Q2/q1 for SO4= (0oC)
•-w "¾ w⅛ awi

⅛.iii △u,. 7⅛J G(u^ ) o∆u, 
,-l i1 9bO 980 0.02 451 451 0.03 1097.56 1113.6C 16.04 5.76007 O.Oδ447l 0.33015 O.O27⅛93 1097.56 1113.60 16.04 5.7∏OO7 O.OL¼47l 0.33015 O.O27⅛93 1097.56 1113.60 16.04 5.7⅛OO7 0.084471 0.39015 O.O27094 615.55 61(5.90 3.35 3.24167 0.017642 0.23220 0.004104 615.55 6lβ.9O 3.35 3.24107 0.017642 O.2322O O.000104 615.55 610.90 3.35 , 3.24167 0.017642 0.23220 0.004103 a-6/_ G(u9 )o∆u = 0.09597 4*χ 3∙

Λ77 =1.096 at OoC nIII. Calculation of Qg∕Q⅜ for tjbe Sulphate Ion of CaSO o W>. The partition function ratio for the sulphate ion in CaSO^ZHgO waa calculated using the values for O32Q= in gypsum as given in Table IV and the isotope shifts for sulphate ion in solution given by Tudge and Thode (63). Thc details of the calculationare given in tho following table≡



-93-Calculation of for Sulphate of CaSO4 2H2O (25oC)i W2i wll ∆wi ¾i δ⅛ G(uo.) G(uo.) β∆u1 1006 1006 0.02 415 415 0.02 493 493 0.03 1096.96 1115 16.04 5.30314 0.077403 O.3l64^ 0.024503 1119.96 1136 16.04 5.40446 O.O774O3 0.31953 O.O2∕>733 1127.96 1144 16.04 5.U30δ 0.077403 0.32068 0.02Μ24 561.65 535 3.35 2.LO6C1 0.01616ο O.2OSOO O.OO5364 617.65 621 3.35 2.9δO53 0.016166 0.21797 0.003524 666.65 672 3.35 3.22664 0.016166 O.29lLO O.OO37An-oG(u2 ) ∙ ∆ui = O,Oo4b7
1Q2/Q1 = 1.085 at 25oC.
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